MineralCheck

A. Main topics

- The student uses the correct procedure for describing minerals.
- The student classifies minerals according to their use in a modern society.

B. Targeted audience

- 10 - 19 year old students

C. Key concepts

- The student uses the correct procedure for describing minerals.
- The student classifies minerals according to their use in a modern society.

D. Experimental activity

- With mineral recognition key MineralCheck, students will be able to determine the name of most common minerals. Follow the instructions and experiments in MineralCheck, which will take you step by step to the correct answer. In doing so, use teaching aids to help you decide on the answer.

E. Toolkit material

- Basic mineral collection
- Geological investigation kit
- Printed teaching aids and MineralCheck recognition key

F. RM Tutors

Rok Brajković rok.brajkovic@geo-zs.si